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DAM_Archive
DAM_Archive is the top level container of the structure. All image files are stored in folders inside this container. 
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Explanation
The way that folders are stored and represented on your hard drive(s), which you can view using Windows Explorer, is replicated inside Lightroom.  That is, a Lightroom folder is the same as a folder on a hard drive.Mouse over the question mark icons for more information. If you can't see all of the text, click the icons.
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DNG_Archive
DNG_Archive is the primary container for RAW masterfiles.  When files from camera's compact flash card are imported into Lightroom (LR), I specify that LR converts them to the universal (open standard) Adobe DNG raw format (I trust the longevity of Adobe's raw format more than a camera manufacturer's proprietary raw format).You may disagree, in which case LR will happily accommodate your camera manufacturer's raw format files.Hopefully, in the future, more camera manufacturers will support DNG format at the source - by providing an option for their cameras to produce DNG files.
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DNG_000_INBOX
DNG_000_INBOX is where I store all DNG files as they are imported.  I rate, flag and cull images here, and create virtual copies.  I also also add image-specific metadata that may not have been added to the files as generic metadata during the import process. I may create derivative files from the DNG files in this folder and temporarily store them in this folder.  But, eventually, all derivative files are moved to folders under DRV_Archive.When I've decided which DNG files (and any associated virtual copies) are keepers, I move them from here into the latest (highest numbered) DNG_xxx_yymm folder. Any files marked for rejection are deleted from the hard drive.What is a 'derived' file? Any file that is not a raw file, (e.g. .PSD, .JPG, .TIFF etc.). A file that is derived from a raw file.
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DNG_001-010
After a while, I end up with a lot of DNG_xxx_yymm folders. It can become unwieldy to scroll through them in the LR panel.  So I create container folders called DNG_xxx-xxx.  In this example, DNG_001-010 is simply a container for the folders DNG_001-yymm through DNG_010_yymm.
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DNG_xxx_yymm
This is one of the sequentially numbered DNG_xxx-yymm folders.  The name tells me that it's the first such folder I created (001) and I started dumping files into it in October 2005 (0510).  This kind of folder can be regarded as a 'bucket' into which files are added until it becomes 'full'.  For convenience, I consider a bucket full when it's storing almost 4.4GB of data - the capacity of a DVD.When a bucket is filled, I simply create a new one with the next sequential number and the year and month on which I created it.How do I know when a bucket is almost full?Right click on the folder name and choose properties.  LR will report the aggregate storage used by the files it contains. When it gets close to 4.4GB it's time to make a DVD backup and create a new bucket.
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Years and month
Within a bucket, I create separate folders for the years and months in which the images were captured.Example: The folders within the bucket  DNG_001_0510 tell me that it contains images captured during Oct-Dec 2005 and Jan-Jun 2006.These sub-folders can be considered optional.  If you don't shoot large numbers of images from month to month, you could dispense with any of the folders coded blue in the accompanying diagrams.  That includes the DNG_001-010 type folders.On the other hand, if you shoot many images on a daily basis, you may wish to add another level of sub-folders for the days.
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QUIZ!
OK, to test your understanding of the naming convention for bucket folders, what does this bucket name tell you?DNG_005_0707Answer below
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ANSWER
It's the 5th bucket I created to store DNG raw files.  And I created it in July 2007.  Incidentally, it contains 1028 files.(This folder hierarchy is from a corporate image library)
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DNG_011-020
Similar to DNG_001-010 above, this is a container that will eventually contain the buckets DNG_011_0904 through DNG_020_yymm.  At the time of creating this document, it contained only buckets DNG_011_0904 through DNG_014_0912.
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DRV_000_INBOX
DRV_000_INBOX is where all current DRV (derivative) files are stored as I create them and work on them.When the amount of storage consumed by this bucket nears 4.4GB I create the next sequentially numbered DRV_xxx_yymm and move the files into it (thus emptying the DRV_000_INBOX bucket).Whereas DNG_xxx_yymm buckets contain files in progressive chronological order, the DRV buckets can contain derived files from raw (DNG) files stored in DNG buckets from any era.That's the nature of revisiting old DNG files (negatives) and creating new performances from them (as Ansel Adams would say). You never know when you're going to dig out an old DNG (RAW) file and create a different derived version of it.Example:  If I decided to create a new Photoshop version of a raw file stored in DNG_008_0808, that derived file will initially be placed in DRV_000_INBOX.  The name of the file might be something like 5mith_080816_0069.1.psdEventually that derivative file will be moved to the next sequentially numbered DRV_xxx_yymm bucket that I create.
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DNG_001-010
After a while, I end up with a lot of DRV_xxx_yymm folders. It can become unwieldy to scroll through them in the LR panel.  So I create container folders called DRV_xxx-xxx.  In this example, DRV_001-010 is simply a container for the folders DRV_001-0602 through DRV_006_0911 and, eventually, through to DRV_010_yymm.




